
Our client is a medium-sized contractor who had previously 
worked for his client on several smaller projects.

The issue arose when the project value increased, 
and his client expected him to provide things that he 
himself had dealt with previously. Our client did not 
recognise there was more to constructing a contract 
compliance schedule than he expected, and as such 
left his core business exposed to LADs (Liquidated 
and Ascertained Damages).

Once he realised how much risk his business was 
exposed to, he purchased very expensive software 
and hired a very expensive project planner to solve this 
issue. Unfortunately, the person who he hired was only 
capable of inputting the data in the software, he was 
not capable of interpreting the contract requirements, 
nor experienced enough to implement the necessary 
control measures to reduce the company’s exposure. 

Once we were engaged, we assisted our client by 
attending programme workshops on his behalf with 

his client, and successfully gained acceptance of his 
programme submission. This enabled us to recover 
approximately 80% of his additional costs and as he 
was granted extension of time, removed his exposure 
to LADs. 

Also, as we inserted the “things the client was to 
provide” as milestones on the newly accepted 
programme, any future failings on the client’s behalf 
were easily tracked, and by default trigged notification 
to the client (which we produced and issued, then 
tracked their development through the programme) 
and automatically generated further extensions of 
time ensure our client could no longer be exposed to 
future LADs.

To put the commercial aspect into context, our fee was 
approximately 18% of the sum recovered. 
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In accordance with their contract, our 
client was required to submit within 2 
weeks of award, a compliant programme 
for acceptance. Due to available skill sets 
within his business, our client was unable to 
develop and provide this in accordance with 
his contract requirements.

Under the terms of his contract, and in 
accordance with a specific contract clause, 
his programme was required to identify 
items required to be provided by his client, 
on the dates for which they were to be 
provided.

This ultimately left him in a position that not 
only exposed him to his contract damages, 
but also in a position not to be able to 
reclaim costs such as additional prelim etc.

In addition, his client was also delaying 
him by not providing the items which he 
required to carry out his contract; but in the 
absence of an accepted programme which 
included these items and the dates, he 
again had no contractual entitlement.

1. Build a contract compliant programme.

2. Agree said programme with the end user.

3.  Monitor programme and issue 
notifications of delays.

4.  Demonstrate delay and recover cost due 
through extension of time.
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